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Nine minibooks filling more than 800 pages provide the world's five million-plus Java
developers with a basic all-in-one programming reference Covers the recent release of
the Java 2 Platform Standard Edition 5.0 and the new J2SE Development Kit 5.0 Starts
with beginner topics including getting started with Java, using the Java development
platform, and Web programming Expands into more advanced Java fundamentals such
as object-oriented programming, working with arrays and collections, and creating user
interfaces with Swing
A textbook on computer science
Traditional Chinese edition of Paper Towns by John Green, a science fiction thriller. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Drawing Animals Shape By Shape: The Step By Step Guide For Beginners & Kids To
Drawing 27 Cute Animals Using Basic Shapes And Lines (BOOK 2). Hurry up and get
YOUR book NOW? Master Drawing Majestic animals with us! Is your child interested in
drawing and painting? Are you looking for an experienced art teacher to guide your
child through the drawing and painting process? Are you seeking a healthy activity that
has the potential to drive creativity and self-confidence in your child? This Animal
Drawing book may be just what you are looking for! Designed with beginners in mind,
this book is perfect for children ages 5+. With this Drawing Book where we master how
to draw animals, we will cover a lot of different basic Techniques to improve your
overall Drawing Skills. This book will enhance or give you and your children skills in the
world of drawing animals. The teaching process used for the drawing portion of each
project is a kid-tested, step-by-step method that will both inspire and delight you and
your child into drawing action! This process involves organizing shapes and lines
together until a recognizable outcome is achieved. At the end of this Art Book, you and
your kid will be able to Draw ANY Animal you want in whatever pose you desire. About
the author: My name is Tina Green and teaching art to children is what I love to do! I
pride myself on creating dynamic, meaningful, and engaging art activities that are
guided in a relaxing and joyful way. I have nearly 20 years teaching experience in the
elementary bookroom and in the art studio, and I feel that I have a good grasp on how
to create an environment that makes children feel happy, motivated, confident, and
successful. I look forward to seeing both you and your child in this fantastic Drawing
Book. Learn to Draw animals the easy way! Reviews From Former Students " The
course is very interesting and easy to follow. My kids are enjoying the drawing. Glad I
have found this book." -- Jennifer Bradshaw -- " Simple and easy to understand. Taught
me how to visualise drawing them in different views and how to adjust according to
what you want to draw. Follow step by step and understood the movement of the
animals. totally amazing! and I can now draw different type of animals. " What a talent!
Talent drawing and teaching. I'm learning a lot. Thank you Tina" -- Rob Lopes -- Thank
you so much for taking the time to check out my book. I know you're going to absolutely
love it, and I can't wait to share my knowledge and experience with you on the inside!
Why wait any longer? Don't delay any more seconds, scroll back up, click the "BUY
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NOW WITH 1-CLICK" button NOW and start mastering drawing cute animals TODAY!
Tags: drawing animals by shape book, drawing cute animals in colored pencil, how to
draw 101 animals easy step-by-step drawing, learn to draw animals easy step-by-step
drawing guide, a kids guide to drawing cartoon animals, drawing realistic animals,
drawing animals book for kids, how to draw cute animals, how to draw cute animals
books for kids
Fully updated to cover all of the new features in Photoshop CS5, this book is also
backwards-compatible and can be used with any version of Photoshop. The
accompanying DVD for Mac and PC contains over two and a half hours of video
tutorials for additional training, and on the book's popular website
www.howtocheatinphotoshop.com, you'll find even more resources such as an "Ask the
Author" forum, sample images from other How to Cheat fans, and weekly challenges so
that you can test your own skills and see where your creativity can take you.
Presents a comprehensive visual resource that introduces the diverse components of
the popular photo editing software, offering step-by-step instruction in everything from
basic photo editing to graphic and Web design to video, with tips on such new features
as Adobe Bridge, Smart Objects, Image Warping, UI Customization, and more.
Original. (Beginner)
Filled with Danial Giordan's original photography and artwork, the book provides a
visually appealing introduction to Photoshop techniques.
Full-color guide explores wealth of possibilities behind basic geometric shapes.
Includes ruler with stencil shapes and step-by-step instructions for more than 125
drawings: houses, boats, buildings, animals, everyday objects, and more.
VB Programmers: Get in Step with .NET With the introduction of Visual Basic .NET, VB
transcends its traditional second-class status to become a full-fledged citizen of the
object-oriented programming, letting you access the full power of the Windows platform
for the first time. Written bythe author of the best-selling Mastering Visual Basic 6 this
all-new edition is the resource you need to make a successful transition to .NET.
Comprising in-depth explanations, practical examples, and handy reference
information, its coverage includes: Mastering the new Windows Forms Designer and
controls Building dynamic forms Using powerful Framework classes such as ArrayLists
and HashTables Persisting objects to disk files Handling graphics and printing
Achieving robustness via structured exception handling and debugging Developing your
own classes and extending existing ones via inheritance Building custom Windows
controls Building menus and list controls with custom-drawn items Using ADO.NET to
build disconnected, distributed applications Using SQL queries and stored procedures
with ADO.NET Facilitating database programming with the visual database tools
Building web applications with ASP.NET and the rich web controls Designing web
applications to access databases Using the DataGrid and DataList web controls
Building XML web services to use with Windows and web applications Special topics
like the Multiple Document Interface and powerful recursive programming techniques
Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
Put this title in your readers' hands and get ready for the "Aw...CUTE!" Easy-to-follow
instructions and special 4D components show aspiring artists how to draw puppies,
chicks, kittens, and other cuddle-worthy baby animals step-by-step. Projects increase in
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difficulty to build drawing skills and instill confidence. Download the Capstone 4D app
for an augmented reality experience that extends learning beyond the printed page with
artist video tutorials and other bonus content.
Introduces drawing basic shapes and combining them to make animals, people and
objects, tracing, shading and perspective, and provides suggestions for a variety of
projects.
Packed with hundreds of examples of classic and contemporary art, FOUNDATIONS
OF ART AND DESIGN, 2E delivers a comprehensive guide to basic design that
provides the ideal foundation to design principles. Appealing to readers at every ability
level, the text's logical and structured organization moves from micro to macro topics,
enabling learners to build on ideas and concepts of design and better understand the
material. A running glossary defines key terms in the margins of the text, while two
Visual Glossaries at the end of the book focus on styles and mediums. In addition, new
Theory and Practice boxes help readers more deeply analyze artwork, and Artists on
Art boxes offer insight from professional artists. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
YOUR ONE-STOP REFERENCE ON OFFICE 365 PRODUCTIVITY Do you find
yourself composing a letter in Word in the morning, joining a Teams meeting before
lunch, crunching numbers in Excel in the afternoon, and answering email on Outlook all
day? Office 365 All-in-One For Dummies is the book to help you get through all those
tasks. Filled with mini books to cover all Office applications, this all updated edition
offers guidance on the core Office 365 applications as well as the tools that make
collaborating with remote colleagues a cinch. Whether you’re new to Office or just
need a refresher for the newest updates, this book answers your questions. INSIDE:
Word Excel PowerPoint Outlook Access Publisher Teams
un isometric graph paper notebook containing 100 count 9 inch x 6 inch 3-dimensional
graph paper. Fun for Minecraft type art and isometric projection drawings. Children and
teen doodlers and other creative people love to create in the third dimension. Perfect
for taking to meetings, long car or airplane trips to doodle and experiment.Have you
ever tried to draw a 3-dimensional shape, such as a cube? Every artist faces the
challenge of creating 3-dimensional images on 2-dimensional paper. It can be a bit of a
challenge but with a little bit of practice- you will be amazed at the objects you can draw
and create. Isometric is an easy method of drawing 3D images.
This Web Edition is available for free with the purchase of the Adobe Illustrator CC
Classroom in a Book (2015 release) print book or eBook. A Web Edition is an electronic
version of the book that can be accessed with any Internet connection from your
account on www.peachpit.com. This Web Edition includes over 10 hours of step-bystep video tutorials and interactive review questions. As Adobe releases new features
for Creative Cloud customers, the content of the Web Edition will be updated to
accommodate the changes. Note: Web Editions cannot be viewed on an eReader. To
view this book on an eReader, please purchase an eBook. Creative professionals who
seek the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Illustrator CC (2015
release) choose this Classroom in a Book® from the best-selling series of hands-on
software training workbooks. This series offers what no other book or training program
does—an official training series from Adobe Systems Incorporated, developed with the
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support of Adobe product experts. Adobe Illustrator CC Classroom in a Book (2015
release) contains 15 lessons that cover the basics and beyond, providing countless tips
and techniques to help you become more productive with the program. You can follow
the book from start to finish or choose only those lessons that interest you. As with all
Classroom in a Book products, online companion files include all the necessary assets
you need to complete the projects featured in each lesson. Build a strong foundation for
working with Adobe Illustrator CC, by following hands-on projects for creating logos,
illustrations, and posters. Learn how to use the Shaper tool and Live Shapes along with
dynamic symbols to streamline graphics creation. Create website assets and export
them in SVG format to support modern responsive web designs. From exacting
illustration to more free-form painting, you’ll gain vital Illustrator skills as you progress
through the lessons. What you need to use this book: Adobe Illustrator CC (2015
release) software, for either Windows or Mac OS. (Software not included.)
This bestselling guide from authors Elaine Weinmann and Peter Lourekas has been the
go-to tutorial and reference book for photography/design professionals and the textbook
of choice in college classrooms for decades. This edition includes their trademark
features of clear, concise, step-by-step instructions; hundreds of full-color images;
screen captures of program features; and supplemental tips and sidebars in every
chapter. New and updated Photoshop CC features are clearly marked with bright red
stars in both the table of contents and main text.
A full-color, value-packed reference to Photoshop CS5 Photoshop is the world’s most
popular image editing software, with more than four million users worldwide.
Professional photographers, graphic designers, and web designers as well as photo
hobbyists are eager to learn the newest features of Photoshop CS5. This complete
reference makes it easy, with nine self-contained minibooks covering each aspect of
Photoshop. Photoshop is the image-editing software preferred by professional
photographers and designers around the world; Photoshop CS5 is packed with new
functionality and enhanced tools This full-color guide includes nine self-contained
minibooks: Photoshop Fundamentals; Image Essentials; Selections; Painting, Drawing,
and Typing; Working with Layers; Channels and Masks; Filters and Distortions;
Retouching and Restoration; and Photoshop and Print Includes all the basics for
beginners as well as how to manage color, modify and transform selections and paths,
make corrections with filters, use the liquefy command, prepare graphics for print or the
Web, create contact sheets and picture packages, and more With bonus information on
the companion website and coverage for both Windows and Mac, Photoshop CS5 All-inOne For Dummies is an all-purpose reference.
Visual effects and motion graphics pros of all stripes - from broadcast professionals to
VFX supervisors to Web designers who need to produce occasional video segments will welcome the dramatically accelerated features provided in the brand-new After
Effects CS4. This best-selling book has been revised to cover all that's new in this
upgrade: the ability to import 3D layers from Photoshop; the Cartoon effect that
converts live-action footage into stylized imagery; Adobe Device Central CS4, which
lets you preview and test animations for mobile devices, and more. Designed around a
single complex project that’s broken down into manageable lessons, this book mimics
a real-world workflow - but one that readers tackle at their own pace. Contains all the
lesson files and footage readers need to complete the lessons. All of Peachpit's eBooks
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contain the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of
your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: · If you are able to search
the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" · Go to the very last page of the book
and scroll backwards. · You will need a web-enabled device or computer in order to
access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering the URL supplied into a
computer with web access will allow you to get to the files. · Depending on your device,
it is possible that your display settings will cut off part of the URL. To make sure this is
not the case, try reducing your font size and turning your device to a landscape view.
This should cause the full URL to appear.
This is a simple ebook for kids with fast and easy instructions on how to draw using a
basic shapes. The process of learning to draw is a lengthy one and it's often measured
in years, depending upon a child's fine motor skills and cognitive development. Pushing
a child too quickly will only result in unhappiness for all concerned. Gentle nurturing will
allow their natural talent to blossom.Kids learn to draw the same way they learn to
speak - by copying The symbols we use for ideas, whether they are sounds, written or
pictorial signs, are generally learned ones. This is a wonderful Ebook in which kid will
create works of art using basic shapes.Drawing with kid helps them discover that
shapes can carry meaning, and more importantly, that they can create meaningful
shapes themselvesAll drawings in this Ebook by freehand sketches. No computer
help.This allows the kid to feel their own sketches in real.When a kid begins to be
interested in creating complex pictures, has good fine motor control (drawing accurate
shapes), and expresses the desire to draw how things look, then they are ready to
begin learning to draw realistically.Once your kids mastered the basic shapes we will
move on to more complex shapes. You will soon find that the basic shapes that you
learned such as a circle and a cube will be very useful in drawing the more complex
shapes. Take some time to look at objects around you, how they flow, the interplay of
light and dark on the object. What makes it look realistic? Is its shape slightly different
to the shape it is "usually" portrayed to be? It is important to remember that realism is
only one aspect of artistic expression. Endeavors in this area should be balanced by
encouraging expressive mark-making, experimentation with color, and exposure to nonrepresentational art.
Drawing Shape by ShapeCreate Cartoon Characters with Circles, Squares &
TrianglesChris Hart Books
+ FREE BOOK Buy this book and get BOOK for FREE We all love art, but most of us
think of learning to draw as a difficult process, involving many hours of sketching and
observing, before we become any good at drawing. This book will take the hard work
out of learning to draw, giving simple, easy to understand instructions and tips that will
enable you to draw great pictures quickly. You will learn how to draw 3D shapes, body
parts, objects and animals to a high standard and in proportion. You will start to use
shading and highlights to turn ordinary pictures into great pictures in moments. Once
you have learnt the basic principles of drawing, you will find yourself doing more
advanced drawings with ease. We will start with simple shapes such as 3 Dimensional
cubes, spheres and vases. You will learn how to create realistic 3D images by shading,
with highlights and lowlights to create an image that jumps off the page. Once you have
mastered the basic shapes we will move on to more complex shapes such as a desk
lamp and an alarm clock. You will soon find that the basic shapes that you learned such
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as a circle and a cube will be very useful in drawing the more complex shapes. Take
some time to look at objects around you, how they flow, the interplay of light and dark
on the object. What makes it look realistic? Is its shape slightly different to the shape it
is "usually" portrayed to be? Take a note of the proportions of the object, would you
normally draw these in proportion? For example would you usually draw eyes at the
mid-point of the face, or would you draw them higher? We will look at how to draw in
proportion, something you will learn to do without thinking as you progress. Finally, you
will learn how to draw animals, including animals with fur and feathers. As well as
drawing in proportion and defining the bones of the animals you will learn how to draw
fur and feathers effectively, which can be difficult when you can't draw every single
detail. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: -How to draw basic 3D Shapes
-Proportions -Contrast -Main Lines and Perspective -Lighting and Shading -Creating
basic figures -Sketching Body Parts -Drawing animals Enjoy reading and practicing,
and do not forget to receive your FREE BONUS BOOK All the instructions you will find
at the end of the book. Good luck!
Have you ever been amazed by watercolor paintings that seem to spring to life before
your eyes? Would you love to be able to paint with watercolors? Now, you can.
Watercolor Painting For Dummies shows you the fun and easy way to create
breathtaking paintings so beautiful you won’t believe you made them yourself. This
friendly, guide gives you hands-on instruction and easy-to-follow, step-by-step
exercises to help you master the basics. Filled with full-color projects and sample
paintings, it shows you how to work with color and texture, practice composition, and
make smooth changes. You’ll find out how to select the best tools, materials, and
supplies, practice basic brush strokes, and use the three best common techniques: flat
wash, graded wash, and rough texture. Discover how to: Select the right brushes,
pigments, and paper Mix colors and work with white Create backgrounds and
foregrounds Transfer your drawings to watercolor Avoid common watercolor mistakes
Experiment with texture using salt, sponges, plastic wrap, and more Find your way
around the color wheel Practice the principles of design Plan compositions using
thumbnails Work with one-point, two-point, and three-point perspective Paint fabrics,
shiny surfaces, and organic textures Paint landscapes, seascapes, animals and more
Complete with strategies for improving your painting immediately and marketing and
selling your work, Watercolor Painting For Dummies, is the resource you need to make
your creative dreams come true.
Learn how to draw in simple steps. Great birthday gift for kids who love to spend time
drawing and coloring.
Even Autodesk developers keep this book on hand! Eight previous editions of fans
ranging from novices to Autodesk insiders can't be wrong. This bestselling,
comprehensive guide is your best, one-stop, go-to guide for everything you'll need to
master AutoCAD. Whether you're an AutoCAD veteran exploring what's new or a
novice seeking to start with the basics and progress to advanced programming, every
feature is covered. Start drawing today with the one book you need to succeed with
AutoCAD 2009. Start drawing right away with the Quick Start project Draw, view, and
edit in 2D, then add text and dimensions Reference other drawings and link data to
objects Build, view, and present complex 3D drawings Customize commands, create
shortcuts, and use scripts and macros Program AutoCAD using AutoLISP and VBA
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What's on the DVD? Trial versions of AutoCAD 2009 and AutoCAD LT 2009 Over 300
before-and-after drawings from working AutoCAD professionals A selection of helpful
add-on programs The entire book in searchable PDF System Requirements: Please
see the DVD appendix for details and system requirements. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and
other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Describes how to get the most out of digital cameras, Photoshop Elements, iTunes, iMovies,
and other digital equipment and functions using a Mac.
Libre Office 5.1 Math Formula application teaches you, learn about formula. • Explore libre
office & it’s all application in detail name writer, calc, impress, base, draw, math, step of
installation libre office 5.1 suits in windows. • Free of cost, open source, support all platform,
versatile application allow dealing with many license and open source extension in libre office
suites. • Libre office math application provide interface to dealing with all kind of formulas,
equation and mathematic logical condition. • Dealing with libre office unary/binary operators,
set relationship, set operators, insert function, adding attributes, brackets, format, other &
some math built in example. • Insert libre office math symbol name greek, igreek, & special
symbol, create new, open save formula equation, edit, view, format formula expression logic,
with add tools. • Explain each and every math formula elements window with its tag name of
all control, dialog, window & controls. • Demonstrate each and every math expression
document toolbar with its label tag information all one by one.
Provide a description about the book that does not include any references to package
elements. This description will provide a description where the core, text-only product or an
eBook is sold. Please remember to fill out the variations section on the PMI with the book only
information. Just getting started in the computer world? This introductory text, CENTURY
21TM, JR. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS WITH KEYBOARDING, 3E is the perfect companion
for navigation of computer basics, file management, the Internet, keyboarding, word
processing, desktop publishing, spreadsheets, presentations, and databases. CENTURY 21,
JR. provides step-by-step guidance, with engaging activities. Units are divided into easy-tomanage chapters and projects will help students learn the features of Microsoft Office 2013
and 365. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Drawing can be as easy as 1, 2, 3! With this entry in his popular Drawing Shape by Shape
series, bestselling author Christopher Hart has created his most inventive characters yet. Each
one begins with a number, and the detailed, step-by-step instructions make it simple to
construct each clever and delightful image. With numbers ranging from 1-1001, children can
learn art and practice counting, too!
Make a simple shape; draw an animal! In his fun follow-up to Drawing Shape by Shape,
bestselling author Christopher Hart has devised an irresistible menagerie of more than 90
colorful creatures. Begin with a basic circle, square, rectangle, or triangle, and turn it step-byeasy-step into a kitty, dog, elephant, baby gator, and more. And what's cool is, you can STILL
see the starting shape in the completed animal!
Unicorns are popular characters in many fairy tales and myths. With the help of this stimulating
book, readers will learn to draw these majestic creatures by using simple shapes and lines that
they are already familiar with. Lessons range in difficulty, so artists of all levels can enjoy these
fun projects. Accessible step-by-step instructions guide readers in creating manga, cartoon,
and more realistic styles of unicorns. Colorful illustrations will motivate young artists to have
fun and create their own unique masterpieces.
"Drawing Calm teaches artists and non artists how to use the work of master painters in order
to inspire your own masterpiece"-Provides step-by-step instructions for Photoshop tasks, including color correction, word art,
editing video, and creating 3D models.
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Teaches cartoon drawing using such basic shapes as circles, squares, and
triangles.
Using an interactive approach to teaching mathematics, this resource shows not
only what strategies work but also why they work.
The most comprehensive e-book reference on Autodesk 3ds Max2013! Autodesk
3ds Max is used to create 80 percent of commerciallyavailable games and is also
a key tool for visual effects artistsand graphic designers in film and television.
This conveniente-book covers the 2013 version in expanded detail, including
12chapter-length quick-start projects and 39 additional chapters notfound in the
print version. Along with complete referencesdetailing all Primitives, Modifiers,
Materials, Maps, andControllers, it covers advanced topics such as Patches,
NURBS,Radiosity, Network Rendering, and MAXScript. It's the perfectresource
for both novices and pros. 3ds Max is the tool of choice for game developers as
well asvisual effects artists and graphic designers in the film and TVindustries
This comprehensive e-book includes complete coverage of 3ds Max2013, and is
well suited for beginners and experts alike, as wellas for educational markets
teaching beginning to advanced coursesusing 3ds Max. Features a complete
reference for all Primitives, Modifiers,Materials, Maps, and Controllers Covers
Patches, NURBS, Radiosity, Network Rendering, MAXScript,and other advanced
topics Includes 12 chapter-length quick-start projects as well as 39chapters not
found in the print version, all packed with timesavingtips and expert advice Thirdparty models and bonus tutorials are available on CD andcan be obtained by
readers by emailing a request to3dsmax13cd@wiley.com Autodesk 3ds Max
2013 Bible, Expanded Edition by veterancomputer graphics author Kelly Murdock
is the comprehensive e-bookguide for every 3ds Max user.
With bestselling author Christopher Hart, creating cartoon characters is as easy
as A, B, C and 1, 2, 3! Beginning with basic letters and numbers, Hart crafts
clever step-by-step tutorials that show how to turn an A into a clunky robot, B into
a buzzing bee, and C into a chomping dinosaur. His inventive system is a great
way to engage children with letters, numbers, and art.
The author/illustrator describes how his mother's wish to spend her birthday
visiting an art museum with her family changed the course of his life forever.
Many new or young designers dream of having their own label, but most may not
know how to make their dreams a reality and become successful in a competitive
marketplace. In her practical guidebook, an experienced fashion designer and
entrepreneur provides insight on how to break into the fashion industry,
overcome obstacles, create a business, market a brand, and launch a fashion
show. Nila Palacios, owner of Nila Palacios Latin Fashion, begins with
introspective questions directed at aspiring fashion designers to help identify
strengths, weaknesses, a motto, and specific goals. While encouraging designers
to stay true to their individuality, passions, and objectives, Palacios provides stepby-step guidance that teaches specifically how to: • Find inspiration and bring it
to life through designs; • Look for trends and colors and incorporate them into a
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collection; • Design sketches, make a pattern, and select and cut fabrics; •
Match fabrics with specific styles; • Conduct market research, identify a target
market, and find a niche; and • Compile a collection, market a product, choose
models, and organize a show. Fashion with Passion provides clear, focused
guidance for anyone interested in breaking into the fashion industry and
achieving their dreams.
Discover how to draw majestic trees in realistic detail, step by easy step. With
tips on drawing root patterns, branches, fallen trees, and bark and simple
techniques for rendering cast shadows and ground foliage, Drawing: Trees
teaches beginning artists how to draw a wide variety of trees in graphite pencil,
from basic shapes to final details. Learn about basic tree shapes and leaf types,
as well as the fundamentals of shading, composition, and perspective. Designed
for beginners, the How to Draw & Paint series offers an easy-to-follow guide that
introduces artists to basic tools and materials and includes simple step-by-step
lessons for a variety of projects suitable for the aspiring artist. Drawing: Trees
allows artists to develop their drawing skills, demonstrating how to start with
basic shapes and use pencil and shading techniques to create varied textures,
values, and details for a realistic, completed drawing.
Kelly L. Murdock's Autodesk 3ds Max 2017 Complete Reference Guide is a
popular book among users new to 3ds Max and is used extensively in schools
around the globe. The success of this book is found in its simple easy-tounderstand explanations coupled with its even easier to follow tutorials. The
tutorials are laser focused on a specific topic without any extra material, making it
simple to grasp difficult concepts. The book also covers all aspects of the
software, making it a valuable reference for users of all levels. The Complete
Reference Guide is the ultimate book on 3ds Max, and like Autodesk’s 3D
animation software, it just gets better and better with each release. Whether
you're new to 3ds Max or an experienced user, you'll find everything you need in
this complete resource. The book kicks off with a getting started section, so
beginners can jump in and begin working with 3ds Max right away. Experienced
3ds Max users, will appreciate advanced coverage of features like crowd
simulation, particle systems, radiosity, MAXScript and more. Over 150 tutorials –
complete with before and after files – help users at all levels build real world
skills.
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